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Abstract
Themagnetic response related to the paramagneticMeissner effect (PME) is studied in a high quality
single crystal ZrB12 with non-monotonic vortex–vortex interactions.We observe the expulsion and
penetration ofmagneticflux in the formof vortex clusters with increasing temperature. A vortex
phase diagram is constructed, and shows that the PME can be explained by considering the interplay
among the flux compression, the different temperature dependencies of the vortex–vortex and the
vortex–pin interactions, and thermal fluctuations. Such a scenario is in good agreement with the
results ofmagnetic relaxationmeasurements.

1. Introduction

Perfect diamagnetism in a sufficiently lowmagnetic field (Meissner effect) and zero resistivity are the twomost
essential phenomena of superconductivity. However, it is found that a positivemagneticmoment can appear
below the critical temperature during field cooling (FC), which is called the paramagneticMeissner effect (PME)
orWohlleben effect [1]. The PMEwasfirst reported in a polycrystalline high-temperature superconductor
(HTS)Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ by Svedlindh et al [2]. Then it was interpreted by the d-wavemechanismofHTS, where
the existence ofπ-junctions characterized by negative Josephson couplingsmay lead to the positive
magnetization [3]. Later, the discovery of PME in single crystals ofNb [4, 5] andAl [6], which are both
conventional superconductors, implies an alternative possiblemechanism for PME.Koshelev and Larkin
suggested that the positivemagnetization is due to a Bean state with compressedmagnetic flux [7]. Based on the
numerical solution of theGinzburg–Landau equations,Moshchalkov et al [8] proposed that the PME arises
from the flux compressionwith integral number of quantumflux L 0F , where 0F is theflux quantum, trapped in
the sample interior. Later on, by studying the PME in amesoscopic superconductor Geim et al found that the
quantizedflux trapped at the third criticalfield is responsible for the PME [6], which supports the theoretical
prediction in [8]. Theflux compressionmechanism seems to bemore universal to explain the PMEobserved
both inHTS and conventional superconductors.

However, besides the possible interpretationsmentioned above, the vortex state in the presence of the
PME is still unclear. It is reported that not all samples show PME, evenwith similar nominal composition
[9, 10]. Also the PMEdisappears after polishing the surface of the sample [5], indicating that surface
configurations, such as defects and pinning centers, play an important role in the PME. Recently, a broad
region of non-monotonic interaction was discussed inmulti-band and type-II/1 superconductors [11–13].
Giant PMEmay appear due to the non-monotonic vortex interactions [13], whichmay facilitate the trapping
ofmagnetic flux. So far, experimental evidence of PME in type-II/1 superconductors is still lacking.
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In this article, as an effort to understand the vortex behavior in a superconductor with non-monotonic
vortex interactions, we studied the PME in a high quality ZrB12 single crystal (2.48 2.48 0.72 mm´ ´ ). The
ZrB12 crystal has aGinzburg–Landau parameter of 0.8k » , placing the sample right within the traditional type-
I and type-II crossover regime [14, 15]. The non-monotonic vortex interactions have also been confirmed by
direct visualization of the very inhomogeneous vortex pattern at low temperatures [15]. It was clearly observed
that the surface superconductivity of ZrB12 [16–18] favors the formation of PME according to the flux
compressionmechanism.Moreover, the upper criticalfield is low (∼600Oe in [19]). This allows us to study the
vortex behavior near the phase boundary, even at low temperatures. All the propertiesmentioned abovemake
ZrB12 a perfect platform to study the PME.

We observe the expulsion of quantizedflux trapped in the sample interior with increasing temperature after
rapid field cooling, and the penetration offlux in the formof vortex clusters in the thermal fluctuation regime.
The complex phase diagram is constructed and themagnetic relaxation effect studied, both of which support a
transition from vortex solid to vortex liquid through a regime of strong thermal fluctuations. As a result, the
PME can be understood by considering the interplay of the followingmechanisms: (1)flux compression; (2)
temperature dependence of vortex–pin interactions and vortex–vortex interactions; (3) thermalfluctuations.

2. Experimental

The high quality ZrB12 single crystal was grown by the inductive zonemeltingmethod, with critical temperature
T 5.95c = K and a transitionwidth of 0.08 Kunder an externalfield of 1Oe. Details of the sample preparation
can be found in [20]. The temperature dependence of themagnetizationwasmeasured using the following
preparations: (1)Zero-field cooling (ZFC)—the samplewas initially cooled in the absence of amagnetic field to
2K, and subsequently themagnetizationwasmeasuredwith increasing temperature under amagnetic field ofH.
(2) Fast Slow( )-field cool-warming (F(S)FCW)—the sample was cooledwith a large (small) cooling rate 5 K
min–1 (0.03 Kmin–1) to the required temperature under amagnetic field ofH, then themagnetizationwas
measuredwith increasing temperature. (3) Slow-field cool-cooling (SFCC)—themagnetizationwasmeasured
with decreasing temperature at a rate of 0.03 Kmin–1 to the desired temperature under variousmagnetic fields.
Themagneticmoments and the ac susceptibilitymeasurements were performed using aQuantumDesign PPMS
withACMSoption in both dc and acmodes. To avoid the thermal gradient effect thatmight lead to the
discrepancy between FCC and FCWcurves, themagneticmoment data were collected at a small sweeping rate
(0.1 Kmin–1). The vortex patterns were visualized using low temperature scanningHall probemicroscopy
(SHPM) fromNanomagnetics Instruments, as introduced in [21, 22]. The dc and ac fields were applied along the
(110) direction, which is perpendicular to the sample surface.

3. Results and discussions

Figure 1 shows the PMEobserved inFFCWmodeundermagneticfields of 1Oe, 5Oe and10Oe. BelowTc, all the
curves showpronounceddips,which are characteristic of thePMEat relatively bigmagneticfields [1, 23].We
would like tomention that positivemagnetization signal is only observed at relatively smallmagneticfields (left
inset offigure 1), since at highermagneticfields the paramagnetic signal from the PME is combinedwith a
relatively strong diamagnetic signal from the superconductor. Thus, the totalmagneticmoment becomes negative,
and only an anomalous dip canbeobserved.With increasingfield, thedipmoves to lower temperature and
broadens considerably. Themiddle inset offigure 1 shows the temperature dependenceof themagnetization in
ZFCandFFCWmode. InZFCmodes, the sample shows conventional behavior, with a critical temperature of
5.95 K. ThePMEonly appears in the FFCWmode. So far,manymodels havebeen proposed to explain thePME,
including theπ-junctions related to d-wave pairing symmetry inhigh-Tc superconductors, andflux compression
mechanisms.Wehave ruled out the former due to the fact that our sample is a traditional BCS superconductor
with s-wave pairing symmetry [17]. In the following paper,we interpret thedatawith aflux compressionmodel.
According to theflux compressionmechanism,whenperformingfield cooling through the third critical
temperature (surface superconductivity), theflux is expelled from the surface layer toward the inside region.Due
to the confined geometry, this trappedflux forms vortex clusterswith afixed total vorticityL, giving a positive
contribution to themagnetization. The right inset offigure 1 shows the SFCCcurve atH=50Oe.NoPME is
observed.

To study the behavior of the trapped vortices, we perform a rapid cooling at 300Oe to 2 K, and subsequently
remove thefield. Due to vortex pinning, the number of the trapped vortices should not change after removing
the externalfield. As seen in the upper panel offigure 2(a), themagnetization jumps to a positive value after the
externalfield is removed. Then themagnetization ismeasuredwith increasing temperature. The trapped
vortices are expected to be gradually expelled out of the sample interior due to theweakening of the pinning
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strength at elevated temperatures, where thermalfluctuations becomemore andmore pronounced. From the
upper panel (filled squares) it is remarkable to see that themagnetization decreases with step-like jumps,
especially pronounced at low temperatures (top inset offigure 2(a)). Each of the step-like jumps cannot be
attributed to the expulsion of a single quantum vortex, since the number of the trapped vortices can be up to
several thousands and only 40 steps are identified in our case. The step-like jumps are also observed in theM(T)
curvewhenmagnetic flux penetrates into the sample under externalfield (lower inset offigure 2(a)). Due to the
relatively weak pinning in our sample [15], the possibility offlux jump in traditional type-II superconductors has
also been ruled out. In type-II/1 superconductors, instead of a triangular vortex lattice, vortex clusters formdue
to the non-monotonic—i.e. long-range attractive and short-range repulsive—vortex–vortex interactions.

Figure 1. FFCWcurves undermagnetic fields of 1Oe, 5Oe and 15Oe. The left inset shows an FFCWcurve at 0.05Oe, where positive
magnetization signal is clearly observed. Themiddle inset shows the ZFC and FFCWcurves atH=5Oe. The right inset shows the
SFCC curve atH=50Oe.

Figure 2. (a)Temperature dependence ofmagnetization (filled square)measured after performing rapid cooling at 300Oe and
subsequently removing themagneticfield. The bottompanel shows themagnetization as a function of temperature (open squares)
measured in FFCWmode at 300Oe. The insets show the close-up of theM(T) curves in the low temperature regions, as indicated by
the dashed rectangles; arrows in the insetsmark themagnetization jumps. (b), (c) SHPM images of typical vortex clusters observed
inside the ZrB12 sample at 4.2 K after rapid cooling withH=2Oe. Circles indicate the positions of single quantumvortices in the
clusters.
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The vortex clusters at relatively smallmagnetic fields are directly visualized using SHPM.Two typical vortex
clusters surrounded by theMeissner phase are shown infigures 2(b) and (c). It has been found that the size of
vortex clusters increases with coolingfield [15]. At highmagnetic fields, we expect large vortex clusters, which
incorporatemore vortices. However, due to the limited spacial resolution of the SHPM,we are not be able to
image themdirectly. Further studywith scanning tunnelingmicroscopy is needed. In type-II/1
superconductors, each vortex cluster behaves as one object, and has repulsive interactions with other vortex
clusters [24]. Themost plausible scenario to account for the step-like jumps in theM(T) curve is that the
penetration and expulsion ofmagnetic flux are implemented in the formof vortex clusters. Each step
corresponds to the expulsion of a large number of vortex clusters. For type-II/1 superconductors, the non-
monotonic vortex–vortex interactions only appear at low temperatures, while at high temperatures close toTc,
repulsive vortex–vortex interaction dominates as the sample transits to the traditional type-II/2 regime [15]. As
a result, vortex clusters disappear, and a homogeneously distributed triangular vortex lattice is formed. This is
also consistent with our experimental finding that the step-like jumps are clearly observed at low temperatures,
where the samples are well within the type-II/1 regime (bottompanel offigure 2(a)). Close toTc, single quantum
vortices play themain role in the expulsion and penetration ofmagnetic flux.

In a systemwith complex interactions (vortex-pinning, vortex–vortex, thermal fluctuations), memory
effects often appear [25–28].We have found that the PMEonly appears when cooling down the sample at
sufficiently high cooling rate (5 Kmin–1). At small cooling rate (0.03 Kmin–1), the extra flux trapped through
surface superconductivity has enough time to escape from the sample interior due toflux diffusion, resulting in a
stable andmore ordered vortex state at low temperatures. Thuswhen increasing the temperature, therewill be
no extramagnetic flux expelled from the sample and the anomalous dip belowTc disappears. Infigure 3(a)we
show themagnetizationmeasuredwith both decreasing and increasing temperature at 0.03 Kmin–1. TheM(T)
curvesmeasuredwhile sweeping up the temperature overlap, and nomagnetization dip is observed. The
hysteresis of SFCC and SFCWcurves indicates that with decreasing temperature the trappedmagnetic flux is
gradually expelled from the sample.

Nowwe focus on the vortex behavior at fast cooling rate. Since the anomalous dip is related to the
metastability of trapped flux, the temperature, Tdip, where the dip appears in the FFCWcurves can be affected by

Figure 3. (a)Temperature dependence of themagnetizationmeasured duringfield cooling to different desired temperatures and then
warming upwith a slow rate of 0.03 Kmin–1. (b)Temperature dependence of themagnetizationmeasured after performing rapid
cooling (5 Kmin–1) to different temperatures and thenwarming up. The solid line shows the curve of the FFCC as the envelope of the
endpoints of the FFCWdata. The inset shows Tdip as a function of TEND. The arrowsmark the temperature TEND fromwhich theM(T)
curves aremeasured.
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many parameters.We have found thatTdip depends on the temperatureTEND wherewe start towarmup the
sample. Infigure 3(b)we perform rapid cooling to different temperatures, and subsequentlymeasure the
magnetizationwith increasing temperature. All the FFCWcurves show obvious dips.Tdip is found to follow an
exponential changewithTEND, as shown in the inset offigure 3(b). Below 4.2 K,Tdip is constant ( 5.18» K). This
is understandable, since at low temperatures the pinning force becomes dominant, comparedwith the thermal
fluctuation and the elastic force between vortices. The sample is in the solid phase, and all the vortices arewell
pinned. Thus the initial vortex state is the same for all theM(T) curves with lowTEND.With increasing
temperature, the trappedmagnetic flux escapes from the samplewhen some of the vortices are depinned at
Tdip on- , andfinally a pronouncedmagnetization dip forms around the temperature Tdip. This results in a similar
Tdip for all the curves with lowTEND. However, after rapid cooling to a higherTEND, the trapped extra flux does
not have enough time to escape from the sample to reach a stable state. In this case, vortices keep on escaping
from the sample.Tdip is observed tomove to higher temperatures. So, in order to correctly compare the PME at
variousmagnetic fields, the initial vortex statemust be in the vortex solid phase, i.e. all the vortices have to be
pinned.

Based on the analysis above, the PME is determined by the interplay between three energies: the pinning
energy, the vortex (cluster) elastic energy and the thermalfluctuation energy. After rapid cooling, the trapped
flux in the formof vortex clusters is well pinned inside the sample, resulting in a rather inhomogeneous
distribution of vortices so that part of the sample remains in theMeissner state while the rest is penetrated by
high densitymagnetic flux (see figures 2(b) and (c)).When increasing temperature up toTdip on- , the pinning
force becomes comparable to the repulsion between vortex clusters. In order to form a configuration that
corresponds to a thermodynamically stable state, themobile vortices (vortex clusters) tend to reduce the ‘excess
flux’ (‘excess’ as compared to that in the thermodynamic equilibrium). Then the vortex clusters, corresponding
to the ‘excess’ trapped flux, start to be expelled out of the sample interior, as already discussed in relation to
figure 2. Thus, themagnetization signal becomesmore negative, and a dip appears atTdip.When the temperature
is increased further aboveTdip, the thermal fluctuations becomemore andmore evident, and externalmagnetic
flux can also penetrate into the sample. Just belowTc the sample transits to the vortex liquid state, where all the
vortices in the sample canmove freely. In this region, the penetration and expulsion offluxwill be in the formof
single quantumvortices.

In order to determine the irreversibility and surface superconductivity phase boundary, wemeasured the
temperature dependence of the ac susceptibility of the sample. As shown infigure 4, the existence of a reversible

Figure 4.Temperature dependence of in-phase (upper panel) and out-of-phase (lower panel) ac susceptibilitymeasured at various
magnetic fieldswith an acfield amplitude of 1Oe and a frequency of 333 Hz.Due to the diffraction paramagnetic effect a peak is
observed for each in-phase curve.We identify the onset ofDPE as T Hc

surface( ), and the onset of a diamagnetic response as T Hirr ( ).
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magnetization response close to the transition temperature yields a paramagnetic signal on the in-phase ac
susceptibility curve. The anomalous peak, termed diffraction paramagnetic effect (DPE), has been used to
determine precisely the irreversibility line [29]. Here, the surface superconductivity transition temperature
T Hc

surface ( ) and the irreversibility temperatureT Hirr ( ) are determined as the onset ofDPE and of diamagnetic
response respectively.

Infigure 5(a)we showone typicalmagnetization versus temperature curve in the FFCWmode at 5Oe. The
critical parameters discussed above are indicated. Thewhole temperature region is divided into a few phases,
with different vortex configurations. By repeating themeasurements at various external fields, we are able to
construct theH−T phase diagram for theDPE. Infigure 5(b), the data are displayed by the symbols, while the
solid lines are fit with the empirical formula H T H T T0 1 n

c
2= -( ) ( )[ ( ) ] with n afitting parameter.We

observe that, for H T T, ,c2 irr dip andT n,dip on- equals 1.34, 1.26, 1.46 and 1.14 respectively. It should be noted that
the vortex solid phase only occupies a small region in the phase diagram. AboveH=67Oe, it is impossible for
the pinning centers to pin all the trapped flux.Hence, themeasured PME is not reliable, andTdip deviates from
thefitting curve (dashed line)which is based on the data belowH=50Oe. Also, comparedwith the vortex
phase diagram constructed through flux penetration process [15], noMeissner state is recovered even at
magnetic fieldsmuch smaller thanHc1 [30]. This ismainly due to the pinning and surface barrier of the sample.
We suggest that our phase diagram is applicable for but not restricted to type-II/1 superconductors. For type-II/
2 superconductors, a similar phase diagram is expected. The only difference being that, in type-II/2
superconductors, the expulsion and penetration ofmagnetic fluxwill happen through individual vortices
instead of vortex clusters.

It has been predicted that the non-monotonic vortex interactionsmay facilitate the trapping ofmagnetic
flux, thus leading to giant PME [13]. However, our experimental results revealed that no giant PME is observed
in ZrB12with non-monotonic vortex–vortex interaction. This suggests that further correctionsmay be needed
to the theories used in [13]. In fact, the non-monotonic vortex interaction only appears in type-II/1

Figure 5. (a)Temperature dependence of themagnetization in the FFCWmodeat 5Oe. (b)Phase diagram for thePME inFFCWmode.
The third criticalfield Hc3 is defined from the onset ofDPE in the in-phase ac susceptibilitymeasurements (seefigure 4); Hc2 is defined
from the intersectionof two linearfits of theM(T) curves above andbelow the onset;Tirr is derived as the onset of a diamagnetic signal on
the in-phase ac susceptibility curve. The solid anddashed lines are plots of the empirical formula H T H T T0 1 n

c
2= -( ) ( )[ ( ) ] . The

crosses show thefield locationswhere themagnetic relaxation curves aremeasured.
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superconductors at low temperatures, while at high temperatures close toTc, the vortex interaction is purely
repulsive (in type-II/2 regime). Sowhen cooling down the type-II/1 superconductor, the sample hasfirst to go
through the type-II/2 regime. For type-II/1 and type-II/2 superconductors, if the pinning strength, sample
geometries, thermalfluctuations are the same, thenwhen the samples are quenched, the trapped amount of
magnetic flux should be similar, since the initial vortex–vortex interactions close toTc are both repulsive.

One efficient way to study a systemwithmetastablemagnetic responses is tomeasure themagnetic
relaxationwith time. This has been used to study spin dynamics [31, 32], interactingmagnetic nanoparticles
[33, 34] and superconductors [35–37]. In order to probe the vortex configurations in different regions of the
phase diagram,wemeasured themagnetic relaxation across the different phase boundaries, as indicated by the
crosses infigure 5(b). It should be noted that, for a superconductor cooled downwith a low cooling rate, the
magnetization reaches its equilibrium and no relaxation can be detected.However, in superconductors with
PME, an extramagnetic flux is trapped inside the superconductor after fast-field cooling. The relaxation
measurements will provide valuable information about the dynamics of the extra flux. Infigure 6(a)we show the
magnetic relaxation results obtained by performing rapid cooling at various fields to 2K and then recording the
magnetizationwith an observation time up to 2 hours. On a long-time scale, t t0> with t0 of the order of 10

2 s,
the logarithmof themagnetization shows a linear dependence on the logarithmof the observation time.We
define themagnetic relaxation rate parameter Q lnM lnt= ¶ ¶( ) ( ). As shown infigure 6(b), at low or high
enoughfields the relaxation rate parameterQ is quite small. Only in themiddle range offields is the relaxation
clearly observed. This is consistent with the phase diagramdiscussed above. At low fields, the sample is in the
vortex solid state with all the vortices beingwell pinned. Thus nomagnetic relaxation occurs.With increasing
field, the density of vortices and theirmutual repulsion increase, the pinning forces become less dominant, and
part of the vortices can escape from the sample interior. A peak in the relaxation rate parameter appears around
200Oe. At higherfields, i.e. in the fluctuation-dominated regime, the role of pinning is strongly reduced, and an
increasing number of vortices (clusters) are highlymobile, and the relaxation to themetastable state occurs on a
very short time scale. As a result, the relaxation rate decreases. Due to strong thermal fluctuations, vortices are
able to penetrate into the sample. This is also evinced by the strong fluctuations of themagnetization in this

Figure 6. (a)Magnetic relaxation after rapid cooling to 2 Kunder variousmagneticfields. The inset shows the close-up ofmagnetic
relaxation at 370Oe. Strong oscillations are observed. (b)Relaxation rate parameter as a function of coolingfield at 2 K. (c)Relaxation
rate parameter as a function of temperature under thefield of 50Oe. In both (b) and (c), the phase boundaries (dashed lines) are
determined from the phase diagramoffigure 5(b).
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region, as shown in the inset offigure 6(a). Above the irreversibility line the sample enters the vortex liquid
phase. The penetration and expulsion of vortices can reach equilibriumquickly. Thus, the relaxation rate
parameter goes to zero.We alsomeasured (see figure 5(c)) the relaxation rate as a function of temperature at 50
Oe horizontally across the phase diagram. A similar correlation between the behavior ofQ and the phase
encountered is observed.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have studied the paramagneticMeissner effect in a ZrB12 single crystal with 0.8k » , which is
between the traditional type-I and type-II regimes. PME characterized by a negative dip of themagnetization
wass observed in a ZrB12 single crystal after rapid cooling. It was found that the expulsion and penetration offlux
aremediated by vortex clusters at low temperatures.We proposed that the observed PME can be interpreted in
terms of the interplay among the flux compression, the differences in temperature dependencies of the vortex–
vortex and vortex–pin interactions, and thermal fluctuations. A detailedH–T phase diagram is constructed for
the PME. The relaxation rate as a function of coolingfield and temperature correlates well with the phase
diagram.
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